
St. KRISHNA BODH SHIKSHA SADAN 
Dear Parents, 

 The school will remain close for summer vacation w.e.f. 15/05/2023 (Monday) to 
30/06/2023 (Friday) (both days inclusive) and will re- open on 01/07/2023(Saturday). 

However, the School –Office will remain open upto 31stof May 2023. 

                              HOLIDAY HOME-WORK                    CLASS- 8th 

Dear Students, 

 Learn & revise all the syllabus in all subjects for the Periodic Test-1 because soon after 
reopening of school you will be having your Periodic Test-1. Do the following subject-
wise activities on separate A4 or A3 size sheets (whereas required). Make your 
projects/activities as beautiful and colourful as you can. 

 Make a separate H.H.W. copy for solving the PDFs on practice work for English , Hindi & 
Maths being sent alongwith. 

 
ENGLISH: Recently you visited the old age home in Delhi. Write a diary entry on it and share 
your experience. 
Activity:   

MATHS: Activity:  Solar energy is the readily available source of energy. Indian Renewable 
           Energy Development Agency is formulating a programme to use solar  
           energy for various purpose like domestic lighting, street lighting, railway 
           signal etc. Also many gadgets like solar energy, solar hot water can be used  
           in place of electrical gadgets. India receives solar energy equivalent to  
           50,00000 billion kw/year. Write it in 

a) an exponential                   b) standard form 

SCIENCE:  Write a short note  on ‘Biodiversity.’ 
Activity:  Grow a medician plant  at your home and also collect some information about that  
                  plant. 
 
S.ST:  Write the features of Indian Constitution. 
Activity: Make a beautiful collage on Indian theme of G20. 

G.K: Activity: Make a collage on folk dances of different states of India. 
 
DRAWING: Make a beautiful poster on the topic ‘Van Mahotsav’.  

                     Make a beautiful candle stand (given on page no. – 74 in your text book) 

           Make a object or wall hanging with waste material. 

SANSKRIT:   दददद, दद द ददद दद दददददददद ददददददद द दददददददद 
दददददद दददद ददददद  



     ददद दद दददददददद दददद दद दददद दद दददद ददददद  दददद 
दददद ददददददद दद दददद ददद ददददद  

     

     दददद:-  1.   दददददद               2. ददददद            3. ददददददद           
4. ददददददद 
          ददद, दददद, दददद द दददद दद ददददददद दददद ददद ददद 
दददद दददद। 
     
COMPUTER: Learn and write 10 shortcut keys and full forms of HLLS, LAN, WAN, MAN, ALU, CU, LLL. 
Activity: Make a chart based on computer and its devices. 

।।।।। : दददददददद दद ददददददददद दददद दददद ददददद , दददद 
दददददद ददद ददददद दददददद  
।।।।।।।।।।: दददद दददद दद ददददद ददददद द दददद दद दद 

ददददददद दद ददददद दद ददददद दददददद   

Submit the Holiday Homework Copy & all the activities to the class teacher on working days 
between 27th to 30th June for checking between 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon. 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 

HAVE FUN! 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 


